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     Disappearance of the final state interaction for the spatially small wave 
     package of quarks and gluons traversing nuclear medium is the property of gauge 
     theories: QED and QCD. This phenomenon is absent within the non-relativistic 
     nuclear theory, within the EFT, within the preQCD field theories of meson-nucleon 
     interactions. It is. relevant for the disappearance in QCD of the nullification of 
     hadron-hadron interaction characteristic for the preQCD field theories.   CT has 
     been observed in the several experiments.

    We formulate CT in the form of the QCD factorization theorems to visualize that CT for the special 
    group of the  hard processes is legitimately calculable in QCD.   CT can be transformed into the method 
    of investigation of another group of hard processes dominated by the competition between mean field and            
quark- gluon src within a hadron wf. 
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in the nuclear theory in the prediction of specific structure of a nucleon, of
the variety of QCD phenomena impossible within the preQCD quantum field
theories, within the EFT, within the non-relativistic nuclear theory. Some
of these phenomena were observed experimentally at FNAL,CERN, TJNF
see discussion below. pQCD core within a nucleon plays important role in
the onset of chiral restoration phase transition.with the increase of nucleon
densities.section(XX)

1.3.1 The spatial distribution of valence quarks within a hadron
and duality between pQCD and/or hadron degrees of free-
dom

The exact sum rules have been derived for the valence quark distribution
within a hadron target for the non-zero momentum transfer t. These sum
rules for a target A follow from the the well understood dependence on col-
lision energy of the amplitudes of high energy hadron-hadron collisions with
non-vacuum quantum numbers in the crossed channel and from the fixed
singularity at J = 1 in the plane of complex angular momentum for the am-
plitudes of the scattering of weak currents o↵ a target A. cf the derivation
in the [?, ?, ?, ?]: Z

dx[V m
A (x,Q2

, t)] = F
V
A (t) (14)

Here (FA)V (t) is the isotopic (SU(3)) vector form factor of a nucleon cal-
culable in terms of the combination of e.m. form factors of a proton and
neutron.This sum rule is independent on the resolution Q

2. At the same
time the meaning of this sum rule depends on Q

2. For the large Q2 this sum
rule describes the distribution of valence quarks and it can be derived from
the Wilson operator expansion. However for the small Q2 such amplitudes
are usually described in terms of hadron degrees of freedom. Thus this sum
rule is the particular case of the duality between pQCD and non-perturbative
QCD phenomena.

Above sum rule allows to extract unambiguous information on the color
distribution within a hadron.The radius of valence quark distribution within
a nucleon can be extracted from the iso-vector part of form factors. These
form factors have been analyzed recently in cf.[?] :

< r
2
V >

1/2= 0.65Fm?? (15)
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CT is the combination of several well understood phenomena:

1.  Wf of a hadron contains pQCD core.

Exact valence quark and momentum sum rules present the evidence that within QCD a hadron contains 
significant pQCD core:       

• The pQCD core of a hadron is important for the explanation of the
deformation of a nucleon bound within a nucleus [?]..

The sum rule for the total momentum:
Z

xdx[SA(x,Q
2
, t) +GA(x,Q

2
, t) + VA(x,Q

2
, t)] = TA(t) (25)

Here SA is the sea quark distribution, GA is the gluon distributions
within a target A. Here TA(t) is the matrix element of the energy-
momentum tensor between states A. TA(t = 0) = 1.The momentum
sum rules follow directly from the Wilson operator expansion for the
product of local currents.

• In a renormalizable preQCD quantum field theory ultraviolet divergen-
cies nullify the interaction of hadrons. cf [?] Within QCD ultraviolet
divergencies specific for the preQCD quantum field theories for ⇡NN

interactions disappear due to the hybrid structure of a hadron. Really
a wave function of a hadron contains in its center quark-gluon pQCD
core instead of meson fields characteristic for preQCD field theories as
the consequence of the color gauge invariance, asymptotic freedom, of
the restoration of chiral symmetry and small density of vacuum chiral
condensates. Thus quark-gluon core of a hadron is the phenomenon
relevant for the removing the ultraviolet screening characteristic for
the preQCD theories and low energy interactions are dominated by the
nucleon surface e↵ects. The scale where the non-perturbative QCD sur-
face e↵ects coexist with quark-gluon core of a nucleon plays the role of
cut o↵ for preQCD field models, for EFT. sectionXX This claim is sup-
ported by the several theoretical and semi-experimental observations
consistent with each other:

The factorization theorem of QCD cf. Eq.?? is expressed through the
wave function of a quark-gluon core of a pion.. It has been confirmed at
FNAL in the hard di↵ractive process: ⇡ + A ! 2jet + A [?]. Quark-gluon
core of a nucleon unambiguously follows from the QCD factorization theorem
Eq.??. The direct experimental observation of quark-gluon core of a nucleon
is significantly more di�cult since pQCD contribution into a hard process is
rather small-/ ↵

2
s cf. Eq.??.
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Here (FA)V (t) is the isotopic (SU(3)) vector form factor of a nucleon 
calculable in terms of the combination of e.m. form factors of a 
proton and neutron. 

Valence quark sum rules being valid at any Q proves the duality between hadron and quark-
gluon degrees of freedom.  So at small Q the radius of the region occupied by pQCD physics 
within a hadron is smaller ~0.5 Fm. Follows from the upgrade of the method of the dispersion 

sum rules.
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2. Feasibility to select the  spatially small configuration of constituents (plc) in 
the produced hadron.

• Two body processes initiated by the longitudinally polarized photon are 
calculable in a model independent way within the frame of the QCD 
factorization theorem. formulated for the processes:  investigated at 
HERA gamma^*+A\to M+A         where M=gamma, rho, J/\psi, and in the 
investigated at FNAL process: pion+A\to 2jet +A .....   The dependence on 
energy and momentum  transfer, on atomic number  agrees with the 
prediction based on the factorization theorem.

For the two body processes initiated by the transversely polarized virtual 

photon the contribution of plc competes with the contribution of the 

configurations of constituents more close to the average size configurations.
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The starting point for the analysis is the factorization theorem for the process 

γL
∗ (q) + p → ”Meson”(q + ∆) + ”Baryon”(p − ∆)  at large Q2, with t and x = Q2/(2p · q) fixed. 

It asserts (CFS) that the amplitude 

˚
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Formation =coherence length-L.

• L=E/(M^2-m_N^2)           close to the Ioffe 
time.

• Here M is the mass of wave package,or its virtuality

• The necessary condition to be able to observe CT 
is L>l  where l is the distance which wave package 
should travel without expansion.

Produced wave package is not the eigen state of QCD Hamiltonian. So it 
collapses into hadron state. However for the rapid wave package Lorentz 

dilation of time leads to the increase of its life time.  Qualitatively the formula 
for L follows from the uncertainty principle . Quantitative derivation  was made 

in the analysis of DIS:
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• Here, ΓV →e+e− is the decay width of V → e+e− 

• is close to the asymptotic value at Q2 ∼ a few GeV2. 

Note here that in this expression, the difference between the light-cone fractions x1 
and x2 was neglected. For         large Q2, the non-diagonal GPD is calculable [100, 
101] through the diagonal one since the DGLAP evolution for GPDs conserves x = x1 
− x2, while the light-cone fractions essential at the starting point of the evolution 
grow with an increase of Q2. 

dσ(γ^*N→VN ︎︎/dt_{t=0} =12πΓ(V→e+e)M_{V}α_s^2(Q)η_{V}^2[1+i\pi /2\pi dlnx ] xGT(x,Q) ︎/ 
α(EM) Q6Nc2

The leading twist expression is        
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Heavy mass of c and b quarks ensures dominance of plc

J/ψ and Υ have significantly smaller radii than the pion in the quarkonium models which 
describes  properties of hadrons containing heavy quarks: 
rπ =0.5fm, rJ/ψ ≈0.2fm, rΥ ≈0.1fm.  

As a consequence of color screening heavy quarkonia relatively weakly interact with hadrons 
made of light quarks. Thus CT should reveal itself in the photoproduction of heavy 
quarkonium. Beginning of CT - discovery of narrow J/ψ - November 74 and observation of 
small cross section for its photoproduction. Within VDM \sigmatot (J/psi +N)= 1 mb .  
This number actually underestimates genuine J/ψ-N cross section due to production of 
J/ψ in a small size configurations ~1/mc FS85 So \sigmatot(J\psi+N)= 4 mb

Photo(electro)-production of heavy quarkonia.
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light cone z distribution  z2(1-z)2

1/kt8.                     vs   BB ...exp ( - a kt2)

A4/3=A2 /RA2/3

A- dependence A4/3 (vs Bertch, Brodsky  et al A1/3 )

Thus QCD is different from two gluon exchange model by the factor 
xGT, from the mean field approximation by power dependence on kt.
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Relativistic bound state, the formation length and the CT.

The fixing special final state allowed us to quarantee the dominance of the single
intermediate state in the theoretical description of the special hard processes.This 
is essence of the QCD factorization theorem.  For the large group of the two body 
processes the intermediate state is dominated by the competition between semi-soft 
and hard QCD, rapid formation of a hadron in the final state.  So onset of CT depends 
on the interplay of these phenomena, on the formation length, on the role of color  
in the properties of hadrons.  The example of such a process is high Q^2:
 e+A-> e’+N+(A-1) 

  Let us analyze  the feasibility to select plc in the interacting nucleon:
1.Non-relativistic theory of bound state. Form factor of two body bound state:

is dominated by the contribution of small distances between constituents.

• The restriction on the region of applicability of CT given by Eq.??
can be somewhat weakened by the accounting for the phenomenon of
quantum di↵usion=space-time evolution of small size wave package [?]:

r
2
t = [r2o,t+ < r

2
t > (t/Lc)]⇥(Lc � t)+ < r

2
t > ⇥(t� Lc) (34)

Here rt is the transverse size of the wave package which evolves with
time t from the point of production. r0,t is the transverse size of wave
package in the production point. < r

2
t > is non-perturbative transverse

radius of the wave package. The region of applicability of above for-
mulae is that

p
(r2t ) should be significantly smaller than the radius of

a hadron.

The deformation of wave function of a bound nucleons compared to that
for a free nucleon is another relative of CT which is beyond EFT since it is
related to the quark-gluon core of a hadron. This phenomenon is known as
the EMC e↵ect section(XX) follows from the two QCD phases structure of
a nucleon. for the review and proper references see [?].

1.5.1 CT in the hard processes dominated by the Feynman mech-
anism.

CT is the e↵ective method of investigation of the dynamics relevant for the
some important processes. We will explain that in the theoretical description
of the electromagnetic, axial form factors of a nucleon up to large Q

2 domi-
nates the Feynman mechanism where the interacting parton carries almost all
momentum of the interacting nucleon [?] As a result the moderate squeezing
of a whole hadron. We want to stress that this is relativistic e↵ect originated
from the specific of the Lorentz transformation. In the non-relativistic theory
where

F (q2) =

Z
d
3
k (k) (k + q/2) ⇡

Z
d
3
k (k) (q/2) (35)

at large q. The large momentum q squeezes wave function of a bound state
in the coordinate space..

To explain specific of a relativistic description we choose the transferred
momentum qt to be ortoghonal to the quantization axis, this can be achieved
by choosing cthe .m. of eh system and pushing electron momentum P ! 1
. The analysis of energy denominators and/or the equation of light-cone
mechanics Eq.?? shows that qt is multiplied in the argument of the wave

17
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• For certainty, let us consider two body system where this feature of light- cone mechanics has 
been first           discussed but without Sudakov form factor [Kogut-Suuskind]: 

︎ 

F (qt
2) = \int ψ((m2+kt

2)/α(1−α))ψ(m2+(kt+qt(1−α))2/α(1−α)S2(qt
2/kt

2)dα/α(1−α)d2kt 

Here S(Q2
t /kt

2) is the Sudakov form factor which squeezes the wave function of a nucleon. Thus at Q2
t → ∞ the 

two body system is squeezed. At realistic qt maximal contribution arises from the region where α is close to 1. 
This is the Feynman mechanism which is mostly mean field approximation -so no strong squeezing. Raduskin 
observed that at achievable Q Feynman mechanism dominates over hard one. He presented model of pion wave 
function having no correlations.  See also talk of J.Miller.

     Sudakov form factor accounts for the fact that we consider the process without radiation.
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Formation length

Let us present semiquantitative analysis of e+A → e′ +p+(A−1) process: 
Q2 = 2q0mN L = 2q0/(M2 −m2N ) where M is the mass of state 
corresponding to the Feynman mechanism. To evaluate M for the 3q >system we use 
usual value for the average transverse momentum 
of a parton within a nucleon to be kt = 0.4GeV . So M is

M2 ≈[qt2(1−α)/α+ ︎kt2/αi]≈qt2(1−α)/alpha+4kt2/1−α) (37) i
In the estimate we ignore running masses of quarks to simplify description. Minimum in α 
gives (1 − α)/α = √4kt2/Q2. Thus produced state should have minimal mass around 

M2 > 2\sqrt︎(Q24kt2). For Q2 = 7GeV2 M2 ≈ 2.1GeV . Coherent length L = 7/1.2GeV ≈ 1F m. 
Actual Lc can appear even smaller since we ignored that gluons carry momentum also.Thus 
produced wave package rapidly returns to the size of a 
hadron.This is relatively slow transition to the hard regime accompanied by CT phenomenon.

Promizing direction for the search of CT phenomenon is e+d-> p+n 
as the function of Q.  cf. presentation of M.Sargsian

In this process L=1Fm is the natural scale.
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Conclusions

• CT is derived within QCD for the special hard  
processes and observed in the high energy.      
phenomena

• CT is the tool for the investigation of quark-gluon     
core of a hadron.

• CT is one of the basic QCD phenomena relevant for the 
restoration of chiral symmetry with the increase of a  
nucleon density. (This phenomenon is probably         
occurs in the inner core of heavy neutron star.)
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